Moshe

Peer Was
“Gassed Six Times”
Montreal Gazette Says - “Jew Was Gassed Six Times - And Lived”

Gazette story about Moshe’s superhuman survival.
Perhaps the most amazing story of all the Holocaust.

Superhuman Moshe Peer Gets Recognized By State Of Israel

RIGHT: Young
Moshe grasping
the camp’s
electrified fence,
along with other
forlorn children.
(Also possibly a
photograph
staged after
liberation.)
“Children
would play... but
there were
always some (?)
who were too
sick or weak to
get up.”

The Story
Nine year old Moishe is arrested, and sent to Bergen-Belsen, with his family. His mother is
gassed and died, but Moshe was gassed six times… and lived. Each time he survived, he
watched with horror as many of the women and children gassed with him collapsed and died. To
this day, Peer doesn't know how he was able to survive. "Maybe children resist better, I don't
know," he said in an interview last week.

Moshe Is Now A Speaker
He tours Canada talking to children, telling them of the horrors of the death camps.

”Beatings And Cannibalism”
Moshe tells stories of how people would faint at morning roll call, and Germans would kill them
for fainting. He also witnesses Russian soldiers barbecuing each other out of starvation. Peer and
his siblings, all survived, along with their father. The family moved to Israel. Peer's four children
were born in Israel, and after serving in the Israeli army in a number of wars, Peer moved to
Montreal in 1974.

”Still Has Nightmares”
Moshe is often awaken with nightmares, he blames the world for standing by as 6,000,000 Jews
were gassed.

Just How Dumb Are We?
The fact that a major Canadian newspaper prints this absurd story (11 yr old kid
gassed six times and survives), is just too much.
This same paper, called for imprisoning an Indian who said he refused to believe
Moishe. (Story follows below.)

“There were pieces of corpses lying around and there were bodies lying there…” Poor little
Moshe. Life in the camp must have been hell.

JUST HOW DID LITTLE MOISHE SURVIVE?

LEFT: Another picture of the
children of the Bergen-Belsen
camp (the little scamps again
leaning on the camp’s
“electrified fence”), less often
published than the one with
Moishe’s story.

RIGHT: The Auschwitz camp hospital.
The Auschwitz camp hospital was
strategically located immediately next
to the alleged “gas chamber” (shown on
the camp plans as a bomb shelter.)
Perhaps little Moshe survived because
he was immediately given oxygen and
supportive care in such a concentration
camp hospital. Perhaps he was also
attended to by camp nurses, such as
those working at Auschwitz (BELOW).

Little Moshe’s survival would then
be a tribute to some of Germany’s
finest doctors, who worked at the
KZ camps hospitals (LEFT).

Moshe Writes A Book
Moshe tells of being gassed six times and living. Who in their right mind would
publish this trash?

Benefiting Mankind
Perhaps Moshe should donate samples of his DNA for scientific investigation, for
the benefit of all mankind. Unlike ordinary humans, Moshe’s blood cells
evidently do not require oxygen, the way ours do. Imagine the implications for
underwater exploration, space travel, and medicine, and so on. It is almost
criminal that this has not been done. It is also amazing that these possibilities
were not obvious to the German doctors of that time. Surely his case would have
come to their attention. Why hasn’t Moshe brought this to the world?

Chief David Ahenake, Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations

An Indian Chief Is Punished For Doubting
Chief David Ahenakew was a Korean a veteran. He was elected as the head of the
Federation of Saskatchewan Indian Nations. During a speech he said he didn't
believe in the holocaust, and subsequently charged with a 'Hate Crime'.

Where Is The Sanity?
A 15 yr Canadian army veteran, who served in Korea, Egypt, and elsewhere was
tried, convicted, and fined $1000. He was threatened with jail if he wouldn't
apologize.
But a Jew, that claimed he was gassed 6 times, becomes a famous Canadian
holocaust speaker.
Original -http://judicial-inc.biz/Moshe_gassed_six_times.htm (web
archive)

